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Summary of Project Activities and Accomplishments
The Ohio Genealogical Society (OGS) received $2000 for a $4000 project to scan and post the Ohio Story
Scripts. This is a series of 1309 brief radio broadcasts that aired throughout Ohio from 1947 through
1955 on general interest Ohio history. Each script was normally 8 pages in length. The program was
developed by Frank Siedel and was sponsored by Ohio Bell Telephone Company and WTAM Radio,
Cleveland. A set (2 ft.) of scripts (although incomplete) was donated to OGS by Jonathan Siedel, son of
the author.
We used three interns to complete the project as they were getting degrees, finding jobs, and moving
on throughout the project period. Aaron Turner, Deborah Phillips, and Nancy Strayer each took over
where the other left off. Aaron returned several times to train others and assist where needed. Carla
Cegielski, OGS webmaster, arranged our material online. Tom Neel, OGS Library Director, assisted with
the paperwork and administration.
It was quickly determined that any project of this type had to be placed online using content
management software. Our library catalog program was not suitable and the amount of coding would
have been prohibitive to place the material directly into our web site format. We looked at open source
software, studied other library web sites, and chose Omeka software for this project. Although it lacks
several features and shortcuts which would have been desirable, it was free, so it fit our budget plan.
A separate web site was set up – www.ogsarchive.org – to house the Ohio Story Scripts images and
metadata. The site is linked to our main page – www.ogs.org – and will expand with other collections
until such time that we are able to acquire other content management software. A link is currently

(January 2015) on the front page but will remain permanently under the Library tab – Special
Collections.

We initially scanned 940 individual scripts (6-8 pages each) in separate files. Each of these was cropped,
straightened, run through OCR software to make them searchable, and then the file size was optimized
for the web site. Each file was uploaded to the Omeka program. Then metadata was entered for each
episode, pursuant to Dublin Core recommendations, including Title, Description, Creator, Source,
Publisher, Date, Contributor(s), Format, Language, Type, Identifier, Collection Title, and Citation. In
addition, subjects and keywords have been entered for many stories and are still being added. This will
improve search capabilities using terms not found in other parts of the metadata. The original unaltered
scans were also saved and both were backed up on a separate drive in the Digitization Lab and on our
library server. Hopefully Omeka will be supported for many years but the work can be reconstructed if
we choose to move our digital collections at some point. Please note that there are only 921 entries on
the web site. We discovered that some later scripts were repeats of earlier programs. Although we
initially scanned them, we decided to make references in the metadata to the original airing rather than
post the duplication. Guidelines to the scanning process were developed by our interns that OGS staff
and volunteers can use on other digital projects.
There were several features added to the Ohio Story Radio Scripts web site in addition to the scanned
episodes and more are planned for the near future. The “About” section describes the project, its
funding, the workers involved, the goals, and anticipated results. A lengthy finding aid identifies the
titles and air dates of all the radio show episodes in the OGS collection. They are numbered as well to
make searching easier. The finding aid is in our standard form and will be posted to our online
Manuscript Key with an entry made in the library catalog. A biography of the author, Frank Siedel, is
included along with his short obituary. He didn’t die in Cleveland and perhaps his fifteen minutes of Ohio
fame were not realized by his Catawba neighbors. The web site should correct that! We have a link to
PDF files of two books authored by Siedel – The Ohio Story (1950) and Out of the Midwest: More
Chapters in the Ohio Story (1953). These were outgrowths of the radio project, were extremely popular
in the early 1950s, and were required reading material by many schools for Ohio history classes. In

addition, we link to a video of one of the televised episodes Port of Toledo that is available through
YouTube. Posted also is a “Featured Item” permitted in the Omeka collection setup. This shows Mr.
Siedel’s process of first drafts, corrections, and story outlines in the making of one episode on Colonel
Johnston’s Commission, as US Indian Agent amongst Ohio’s early Native American population. Jonathan
Siedel tells us that it was not unusual for his father to make minor script changes as the live program
was airing. Photographs and newspaper articles recently obtained will be added to another tab.

SUCCESSES:
All in all, the Ohio Story Scripts project was successful. Our staff, volunteers, and interns were able to set
up open source content management software and use it for the first time in our library. We were able
to digitize the entire collection through a step-by-step process to insure that each scan met minimum
standards and was searchable. We added metadata to connect cataloging entries to each manuscript
image and to make it user friendly. Search engines will be able to access the material for a wider number
of users. We were able to identify which episodes were not part of Mr. Siedel’s personal collection and
pinpoint other institutions that could fill in these holes. We reached an agreement with Columbus
Metropolitan Library to eventually retrieve scans of their copy to complete the online collection. We
gathered history on the participants, the Ohio Story program, and the business Storycraft. We were able
to interview Jon Siedel, son of the author, who provided many photographs and great insight as to how
the radio show worked. We found that he had been a Storycraft employee in the early days and assisted
his father firsthand. We located a sample of the TV show as an add-on to the site and scanned the two
Siedel books for the benefit of researchers. We attended an Ohio DIG workshop and sought advice from

those at other institutions with much more experience in digitization. Our interns explained the project
and in turn gave instruction to a group of Ohio genealogy librarians at our own library workshop. We
were able to use what we learned to better develop our ongoing library digital project – the OGS Digital
Library – on the member side of our web site. And our interns, three very new librarians going out into
the world, got a good introduction to archives and how they treasure Ohio’s history.

THE FUTURE:
Although we have spent the funding, our intern Nancy Strayer, who now works at the Richland County
Public Library – Bellville Branch, has pledged to assist in adding the “missing” episodes as we retrieve
them. The Columbus Metropolitan Library has offered to supply a scan from their collection, although
they are now in the midst of a major construction project and temporary move to another location. We
will continue to add metadata in the subject area which is not now complete for all episodes. We plan to
promote our project beyond our institutional newsletters and blogs as we complete the final touches.
We will add recommendations for teachers in the very near future so that the Ohio Story Scripts may be
used in the classroom. We will expand the site to include Bible records, WWI cards, family group sheets,
court case packets and other collections from the OGS Archives that are conducive to content
management software. This will be more of a teaser – to introduce users to the array of material at the
Ohio Genealogical Society. Each small sample will someday expand into a larger scale digital project that
will benefit our members and the public at large.

